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Abstract 
We study the random field of local time picked up over the entire life of a super-Brownian 
motion on the real line. The finite-dimensional distributions of the field are characterized via 
their Laplace transforms by unique solutions of certain boundary-value differential equations. In 
some cases the one-dimensional distributions can be found explicitly, giving some insight into 
how super-Brownian motion behaves before extinction or local extinction. 
Keywords: Branching Brownian motion, first passage process, diffusion approximation, bound- 
ary-value differential equation, stable distribution 
1. Introduction 
1.1. Purpose 
We consider in this study a class of one-dimensional super-Brownian motions X = 
{Xt, t~>0} (SBM) on the real line R. More specifically, using Dynkin's notation (see 
Dynkin, 1993), X is a (B,K,~C)-superprocess on R, where B : {Bt, t~>0} is a standard 
one-dimensional Brownian motion, K = {Kt, t >1 0} is the trivial deterministic additive 
functional of  B defined by Kt = t, and the function d is a branching exponent or 
parameter. It is assumed that ~ '  is of  the form 
- -SU  
~(u)  = on x + fo  (e - 1 + su) v(ds),  
where Q >/0 and v is a L6vy measure such that 
OO 
fo (sAs2)v(ds) < ~"  
These processes can be viewed as strong Markov processes with chdl/Lg paths and 
state space a set of  Borel measures J /on  R, equipped with weak or vague topologies. 
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Denote integration with respect o Xt by (Xt, f )  = f• f (x)Xt (dx) ,  where f is mea- 
surable, bounded and nonnegative. 
A local time process for X at the point a E ~ can be introduced as the limit in 
distribution 
Lta = lim cfo(Xs, fa e ds, f~a(Y) = e-l  f (e - l (Y  - a)), 
c 0 
where f />  0 is symmetric, smooth, has compact support and is normalized by f f (y )dy  
= 1. The limit does not depend on the choice of f .  The process L ~ = {L~, t>~0} has 
been defined and studied in great detail under more general conditions than here, no- 
tably it exists also in higher dimensions. See Iscoe (1986), Fleischmann (1988), Sug- 
itani (1989), Adler and Lewin (1992), Adler (1993) and Krone (1993). For example, 
it is known (with restrictions on d )  that there exists a jointly continuous version of 
L~ for (t,a) C [0, e~) × •. For the visualization of the local time functional we refer 
to the simulations that can be found in Adler (1994). 
The aim of this study is to characterize the distribution of the ultimate value of 
local time 
L~ := lim L~, 
which exists by monotone convergence. In the case X lives in the set of finite Borel 
measures, it is well-known that X dies out almost surely. Then the ultimate value of 
the local time is L~, where ff stands for the extinction time. However, even in the more 
general case of infinite initial measures it turns out that L a sometimes exists. This 
will shed some further light on the phenomenon of local extinction of superprocesses 
in low dimension. For example, it follows from our results in the case of continuous 
super-Brownian motion, i.e. ~¢(u) = u 2, that if X0 = 6a, then the ultimate value of 
local time at a is a random variable with a one-sided stable distribution of index 2/3. 
Moreover, if X0 = dx (Lebesgue measure), then the ultimate value of local time at a 
(or any other point) is a random variable with a one-sided stable distribution of index 
1/3. 
Our approach to these problems is based on the superprocess particle picture. In 
a fact, we construct L~,  a E ~, as a limit of the corresponding local time functionals 
for a sequence of branch&9 Brownian motions. Such functionals have been studied in 
Borodin and Salminen (1993). In the course of the proof of our main result it is seen 
that the local time obtained in this way from the diffusion approximation coincides 
with the limit of L~ as t --~ ~.  
1.2. Preliminaries 
In order to settle notation, provide background and to prepare for the formulation of 
our results, we recall some aspects of branching Brownian motion and super-Brownian 
motion. 
We start by considering a branching Brownian motion Y = {Yt, t~>0} (BBM) 
with constant creation rate x and state independent offspring production determined 
by an offspring generating function F(u) := ~--]~k Pk uk" We assume that Y is critical, 
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i.e. F ' (1)  = 1, and that F(0)  > 0. Consequently, Y dies out with probability one. 
Suppose the BBM starts at time 0 with one particle located at x. For fixed t, Yt is a 
point measure on ~, 
N, 
Y, = ~ 6y, U), 
j=l 
where Nt is the number of  particles alive at t and (Yt O) . . . . .  Y~t N')) their locations. 
As a conceptual complement, it is useful to take the point of view that the sample 
space of Y is a collection of  marked trees. We recall these notions in some detail. 
A particle u = (jl . . . . .  j , )  is represented by a sequence of reproduction umbers 
j i  >/1 which signify that u is the jnth child of u, - l ,  where Un-l is the j n - l th  child of 
un-2 ..... where u2 is the j2nd child of ut, which is the j l th child of the initial particle, 
denoted 0. A tree ~0 is a set of  particles forming a complete progeny of 0. Hence if 
u E 09 all ancestors v of u (v < u) are in 09 and also any child, grandchild, etc. of  u are 
in ~0. To each particle u E U ( := the collection of  all particles) is attached a birthtime 
c~ u, a deathtime flu and a spatial motion gu = {y~; au <~r<<.flu} with 7u(a u) = 0. Hence 
M := {(a, fl, y); 0~<a < fl < 00, 7 : [a, fl) H ~, 7(a) = 0 } 
forms a mark space. The set f}o of marked trees 09 o is defined as a collection of  
elements 
o, ° := (0,, {(~u,/~",7") ; u ~ 0,}), 
where (c~,fl~,Tu) C M for every u E ~0, and ~0 runs over all trees. Let t denote a 
cemetery point for the particles. The path of  a particle u C ~0 whose mother is v is 
given by 
[x + u:0 ,  0.<t 
v 0 u 0 o~u flu ), u: O, , 
t t ,  
The l ifelength ofu  is f lu_~u The extinction time of the tree is {(aJ °) := maxue~o flu. 
Let <,~0 denote the smallest a-algebra on f2 ° which makes all marked trees measur- 
able. The set of particles born before time t in an obvious way generates a natural 
filtration (~,~o) of  ~0,  which carries the information in the marked trees up to time 
t. Now let P be a probability measure on the filtered space ([2°,~-°,(<~°)) such that 
for each u, the lifelength c~ u-  flu is exponentially distributed with parameter ~c, ]:u 
is a standard Brownian motion starting at zero, the branching is governed by F and 
all particles evolve independently. The BBM is the canonical process Y on the triple 
(fao, ~0,  ~,). 
We can introduce the local time of Y at a point a E ~ up to time t in two equivalent 
ways. First 
~'t(a) := lim 1 ~ l(~_<a+e)(Y}k))ds = lim 1 t 
8~0 ~ 0 k=l E.~O 2e f(r ,o l(~-~,~+e)) ds, 
where the limit exists a.s. Because ( < oe a.s., the ultimate value of the local time 
re(a) is finite at every point a. 
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Second, let f~'(a) denote the Brownian local time at a which a particle u collects 
up to time t, that is 
1 tAflU 
l~'(a) := 12 : -  f 1{1¢~ - al < c} ds. 
e 0 ZC tAtcU 
Then 
ft(a) = ~ ~(a) ,  E¢(a) = ~ f~.(a). 
uEw uE~o 
It is proved in Borodin and Salminen (1993, Theorem 2.2), that the Laplace function 
k 
i=1 
is the unique solution of the elastic boundary-value problem 
~g" = -x (F (g )  - g) on ~ \ {al . . . . .  a,} 
g'(ai+) - g ' (a i - )  = 22ig(ai), i = 1 . . . . .  k,  (1.1) 
lim g(x)= 1 
x----~ 4 -  oo  
0<g~<l .  
Returning to the SBM we recall the following facts; consult e.g. Dawson (1993) for 
a full account. The state space of X is either the set J t  'l of finite measures equipped 
with the weak topology or a set ~P ,  p > 1, of tempered measures furnished with the 
p-vague topology. The latter are such that (p, @p) < oo, where ~bp(x) = 1/(1 + IxI2) p/2. 
We write (8 for the corresponding "dual" space of nonnegative continuous functions. 
In the finite-measure case, (8 is simply the set of bounded, continuous, nonnegative 
functions on R. In the p-vague case c¢ is the set of continuous, nonnegative functions 
~0 on • such that @(x)/@p(X) has a limit as Ixl ~ and IIq~/~'pll < ~,  where 11. II is 
the supremum norm. Fix t > 0 and put 
Vt(x) := - log E~ exp (Xt, -¢p), t/> 0, ¢p E c#, 
where E~ x denotes the expectation operator for the law P6x of X given that Xo = 6x. 
Let p(t ;x ,y)  denote the transition probability density for B and put 
St(p(x) : :  E~cp(Bt) = f p(t;x, y)cp(y)dy.  
The SBM can be defined by the fact that V is the unique positive solution of the 
integral equation 
l 
Vt(x) = Stq~(x) - f S t_ rd(Vr ) (x )dr ,  t>~O. 
0 
For an arbitrary initial measure /~ E J// at time t = 0, the more general relation 
- log  E,  exp (At,-q~) = (~, Vt) 
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is called the branching property of X. The finite-dimensional distributions of X are 
obtained by an iterative application of the branching property, see e.g. Dawson (1993, 
Corollary 4.4.6). 
Turning to the local time of X, the log-Laplace functions 
k 
vt (x ) :=- logE ,xexp{-  ~-~2iL~ i }
i=1 
are the unique positive solutions to 
k t t oo 
vt(x) = E 2i f p(r;x, ai)dr - f f p(t - r;x,y)ezC(Vr(y)) dydr .  (1.2) 
i=1 0 0 - -c~ 
One may also consider (1.2) as the defining relation for vt to be the solution of the 
parabolic initial-value problem of the generalized form 
Ovt 1 02vt k 
Ot - 2 ~x 2 ~(vt )  + ~ 2i fia,, 
i=1 
vo(x) = O, 
compare Fleischmann (1988). Our approach on the contrary is based on true differential 
equations where the parameters 21 ....  ,2k enter into the boundary conditions. 
Note that for the study of L~,a we cannot proceed in the straightforward manner 
letting t ~ c~ in (1.2) since both integrals on the right side diverge. 
It remains to describe the basic connection between X and Y. For a given branching 
exponent ~¢ consider a sequence y(n) n~> 1, where each y(n) is a BBM with creation 
rate ~cn = ~¢'(n) and (critical) offspring generating function F~(u) = u + d(n(1 - 
u))/nxn. Then 
~(u)  = nxn(Fn(1 - u/n) - (1 - u/n)) . (1.3) 
Assume the initial condition Y0 (") = n6x, i.e. we have n independent particles at x. This 
sequence yields the SBM with branching exponent ~¢ as the weak limit, 
1 y(n) ==:¢, X (weak convergence in Skorokhod topology on 9([0, cx~), ~,l  ) ) .  
n 
(1.4) 
This choice of Yn is, perhaps, the simplest one in order to construct a specific SBM. 
Under appropriate assumptions more general sequences Xn and F~ also give rise to the 
same SBMs. A typical condition is that for all m > 0 and n >~m 
lim sup ln~n(1-u) -~(u) l=O.  (1.5) 
n--.+o¢ u<~m 
where ~¢n(U) := ~cn(Fn(u) - u). 
It is known in the case ~¢(u) = u 2 and for fixed a and fixed t > 0 (see Adler, 1993, 
Theorem 2.3) that the BBM local time fln)(a) of Y(n) converges weakly to the SBM 
local time L~ of X as n ~ c~. In Section 4.2 we need and prove an extension of this 
result to the case with an arbitrary number of points and general branching exponent 
~(u). 
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1.3. Plan o f  the paper 
The main result is formulated in Section 2. We give therein also a corollary con- 
taining some explicit formulae for the distribution of L~. Sections 3 and 4 are devoted 
to the proof of the main result, considering the case k = 1 in Section 3 and the 
general case in Section 4. More specifically, in Section 3 we prove the existence and 
characterization f the limit distribution of the particle system local time at one point. 
However, we stress that the results on the case k = 1 are not needed in the general 
proof. Section 3 is included because to us this proof seems interesting and rather simple 
in comparison with the more laborious approximation method applied in the general 
case. When k = 1 the idea is to use a link between local time and the number of 
first passages of particles in the branching Brownian motion. Indeed, the local time at 
one point can be decomposed into independent components corresponding to subtrees 
starting from the first passage particles. Some properties of the first passage process, 
studied in Kaj and Salminen (1993a, b), then lead to the desired result. For k > 1 
the distributions exhibit rather complicated ependencies which, perhaps, make such 
an approach impossible in general. 
Therefore, in Section 4 we adopt another strategy. Note that one difficulty here is 
that the quantities L~ do not possess finite mean values. Because of this there does not 
seem to exist an integral equation from which the law of L a can be found. Nevertheless 
we can begin with a differential problem related to the particle systems. From there we 
derive a uniform bound on the joint log-Laplace function of the approximating vector 
in (2.1) below, which we denote by u ("). This immediately gives a uniform bound on 
the corresponding finite time quantity u~ "). By the usual Gronwall-type argument this 
carries over to the solutions vt of (1.2). Again turning to differential equations we then 
show that v = limt~o~ vt is the solution of the differential problem (2.3) stated in the 
theorem below. 
However, in order to prove the theorem we must apply both the finite time approx- 
imation and the scheme of particle systems approximation i a simultaneous manner. 
To describe the method recall that u (~) and v are now the log-Laplace functions of the 
left and the right side of (2.1), respectively. The proof that v is the limit of u (n) will 
be based on the inequality 
Ilu~") - vii < I lu(")- ul~>l[ + Ilul~ >-  v,. 11 + I l v t .  - vii, (1.6) 
finding a scheme (n, tn) such that the right side converges to zero. The three terms on 
the right side are successively the topics of Sections 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3. 
2. Limit theorem 
Our main result is the following 
Theorem. Suppose Xo = 6x and consider the local time random field defined by 
L a = l imt_~ L 7, a E ~. The finite-dimensional distributions o f  the corresponding 
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scaled local times of y(n) converge to those of L~." 
1 (E~)(al)  . . . . .  {~)(ak 1) d (L~, .  , L~)  (2 .1)  
n 
for any k and al . . . . .  ak. The joint log-Laplace function 
k 
v(x )=- logE[exp-~ 2 iL~lXo=ax] ,  21 . . . . .  2 k > 0, (2.2) 
i=1 
of the limit distribution is the unique solution of the differential boundary-value prob- 
lem 
lv"  = ~¢(v) on R \ {al .... ak} 
2 ' ' 
v ' (ai -)  - v'(ai+) = 22i, i = 1 . . . . .  k ,  (2.3) 
lira v(x) = O, 
x ----* 2L o~ 
v>~0. 
The solution v and its first and second derivatives are uniformly bounded on ~. 
The claim of  the example in Section 1.1 for continuous SBM is immediate by taking 
/ /=  1 and p = 6a or p = dx in the following 
Corol lary. Restrict to the case zzC(u) = u 1+/~, 0 < /~< 1. For a fixed such ~, if 
Xo = p belongs to JPlP for some 1 <~ p <<. 2/[J then the ultimate value L~ of the local 
time of X exists. The one-dimensional distributions of L~ are then given by 
- logE~exp-2L~=(#,v(a - . ) ) ,  aE ~, 
where 
v(x)  = 
22/(2+,B) 
2>0.  
((2/¢y-~)~1(2+~) + ~2~/,2+~) Ixl/ ~ ) 2/~ '
In particular, if # = dx then for each 1 < fl ~ 1 
(2 + fl)l//~ ,~(2-B)/(2+~) 
<~, v> = f vix),tx = 4( , - -~- /~)  
Proof .  In this case, for x < al,  
/ (vt(x)) 2 = fx_o c vt (y)v / l (y )dy = 2 fx_~ vt(y)v(y)l+,8 dy  
= 2 f~(x) sl+fl ds = 2v(x)2+~/(2 + fl). 
Hence v'(x) = c v(x) 1+~/2 for some constant c. Use the boundary condition at al 
together with the bound on Iv '(al+)[ to see that v(x) is asymptotically ~ [x1-2/~ as 
x ~ -oc .  By symmetry, this also holds for [x I ---, ec. Hence v Ccg for all p<~2/fl and 
so (#,v} < c~ i f#c JgP  for some l<~p<~2/fl. 
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Now take k = 1 and a = 0, say. By symmetry the boundary condition at 0 simplifies 
and we only have to solve the equation 
vP(x) = c~ v(x) 1+~/2 , v'(O) = 2. 
Taking the form of the constants c/~ into consideration, straightforward calculations 
result in the formulas stated in the corollary. [] 
3. One-dimensional distributions 
In this section we prove when k = 1 that the limit in (2.1) exists and is characterized 
by (2.3). It was already mentioned that the special approach we use here is based on 
the diffusion approximation result for the first passage process presented in Kaj and 
Salminen (1993a). We begin with some introductory facts needed in the proof. 
3.1. Background 
Consider the BBM process Y and its local time foo(a). Without loss of generality 
we take a = 0 and set foo := foo(0). For 2 > 0 introduce the function 
~(x, 2) := Ex [ exp -2  t%o]. 
It follows from (1.1) that for x ¢ 0 the function ¢ := ¢0,2)  is a solution of the 
differential equation 
½g" + x (F (g )  - g) = O. 
Let x < 0, multiply with ~,  integrate from -oo  to x and change variables to see that 
satisfies 
1 
($ ' (x) )  2 = 4x f ,(x)(F(u) - u) du.  (3.1) 
By symmetry, (3.1) holds also for x > 0. Use the elastic boundary condition in (1.1) 
at a = 0, relation (3.1) and the continuity of ¢ to get 
22~(0) = ~k'(0+) - $ ' (0 - )  = 2 v/arc f~(o)(F(u)  - u) du,  
that is, 
4• l F ~=(0) = f f  f , (0 ) ( (u )  - u)du ,  (3.2) 
which determines $(0) uniquely. The function ff can then be obtained by solving (3.1) 
with $(0) as the initial value. 
We take another look at the function ~ via the first passage process Z ---- {Zx ; x E 
ff~}. Assuming that Y starts with one particle located at 0 at time 0, Zx is the number 
of particles in the whole realization of Y which visit x but do not have an ancestor 
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who has visited x. We set Z0 = 1. The process Z + := {Zx, x >t 0} is a continuous-time 
Galton-Watson process uch that the function 
c~(x,s) :=E0[szx], O~<s~<l, 
is the unique continuous olution of the initial value problem 
1 g'(x) = (4x fo(x)(F(u) - udu/) l\ 1/2 (3.3) 
g(O) = s ,  
see Kaj and Salminen (1993a, Theorem 1). The connection between the local time and 
the first passage process is as follows. Given Y0 = 6x, the local time at zero consists 
of a sum of Zx independent contributions. Each of them is the local time picked up at 
zero in the subtre¢ starting at zero at the first passage time of one of the first passage 
particles. Now the fact that ~b satisfies (3.3) is also obvious from the corresponding 
property of ~h because, by the spatial homogeneity, 
qJ(x) = Ex[exp -2  E~] = E0[exp -2  do~(x)] 
: eo [(Extexp zx ] (3.4) 
= eo [q,(0) zx] = q,(0)). 
Since the limiting behaviour of Z + is known under the diffusion approximation, see 
below, the simple relationship (3.4) is the key in finding the limiting distribution 
of do¢. 
3.2. Existence and characterization in the case k = 1 
Let E (') refer to expectation for the BBM Y('). For simplicity take x, and Fn such 
that (1.3) holds. Since the results for Z we are going to quote hold in the more general 
situation we could also work under assumption (1.5). Put 
~h(')(x, 2) := Ex(")[exp-2 doo], u<n)(x) := n(1 - ~h(n)(x, 2/n)). 
We obtain from (3.2) substituting v = n(l -u )  
(~,(n)(o, Ain))Z_ 4x, I"lj q,(.,(o,.~/,,)(F,,(u) - u) du (Vn)2 
4 
= jo  
pU ( 
~¢(v)dv. 
(It is clear from the last equality that under assumption (1.5) a remainder term appears 
at this point. It is simple to see that it will vanish and not affect he idea of the proof.) 
Assume now that there exists a sequence {nk} such that 
lim u('*)(O) = +oc. 
k- -~oo 
Let N > 0 be given and choose kN so large that for all k > kN it holds u(n~)(O) > N. 
Then for k > kN 
l ~> (~,( ')(x, 2 4 2/nk)) ~>~5 f~d(v)dv .  
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Because N is arbitrary and v ~ ~¢(v) is increasing we have reached a contradiction, 
that is, lim SUPn.__,o o u(n)(o) < (30. Assume next that 
v. := lim infu(')(0) < lim sup u(')(0) =: v*, 
n----~ oo  n---+ oc  
and let {mk} and {nk} be two sequences uch that, respectively, 
lim u(=~)(O)= v. 90, lim u(nk)(0)= v* < c¢. 
k--.oc k--,cx~ 
Clearly, 
lim ~h(mk)(O, 2/mk)= lim $('k)(O,2/nk)= l,
k--.oo k--,c¢ 
and it follows 
4 v* 4 
1 = ~5 fo  d (v )dv  > ~ fg* ~¢(v)dv = 1. 
This contradiction shows that v, = v*. Moreover, v(O) := limu(")(O) is the unique 
solution of the equation 
4 v(o) 
1 = f f  f d (v )dv .  (3.5) 
0 
Next let x > 0, and argue as in (3.4) to get 
~h(n)(x, 2/n) = E(n)[(~l(n)(o, 7/n))Zx] = E(n)[exp { u~')(O) Zx}] ' 
n 
where 
~ ' ) (0 )  := -n  log ~h(n)(0, 2/n). 
Clearly, l im~n)(0) -- lim u(')(0) -- v(0). Let e > 0 be given and choose n~ so that for 
all n > ne 
v(O) - e ~<~")(o) ~< v(0) + e. 
Then 
E(n) exp { v(0)_+ E Zx}<<~/(n)(x,~_,<<E(n)exp { v(0) -  e Zx}, 
n n n 
and, consequently, 
{ v(O) + e Zx}>>_nlog~h(n)(x, 2 ) --n log E (n) exp - n n 
>>- _ nlogE(n)ex p { v(O)-~ Zx }. 
n 
In Kaj and Salminen (1993a, Theorem 2), it is proved that 
h(x) := n--~lim -nlogE(n)exp{-~ Zx} 
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exists and is the unique continuous positive solution of the initial-value problem 
h!) ¢ )1/2 
h'(x) = -2 ( (u) du 
(3.6) 
h(0) =/~ > 0. 
Therefore, we have 
h+(x)>~limsup-nlog~(~)(x,~) --,~ >  lim in f -n  log ~(~)(x, ~ ) ~ - - , ~  >>.h_(x), 
where h+ are the solutions of (3.6) with the initial values v(O)+ e, respectively. Since 
the solutions are continuous and exist globally it is obvious that for every fixed x > O, 
lim h+(x) = lim h_(x). e-~0 e-~0 
Hence for x > 0, 
v(x) := n--.~lim -nlog~k(~) (x, ~)  
exists and satisfies (3.6), therefore also v"(x) = 2sl(v(x)), with the initial value v(0) 
determined from (3.5). Simple arguments show further that 
lim v(x) = O. 
X ----~ ;:IX OO 
To check the condition for the first derivatives at 0, note that using (3.6) and (3.5) 
we get 
= __  
The case x < 0 can be treated analogously, and we have 
These two equalities give the desired condition, and the proof is complete. [] 
4. Finite-dimensional distributions of L~o 
Recall (1.6), where V t and v are the log-Laplace functions in (1.2) and (2.2), and 
u (n~ and ul n) are defined formally in (4.1) and (4.5) below. The first term on the 
right side of (1.6) concerns the amount of mass left in the branches of the tree which 
have survived up to time t. The second term can be analysed by means of a Gron- 
wall type inequality and the third term we study by taking the limit in a differential 
system. 
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4.1. Est imates based on the tree structure 
Consider the basic sequence y(n) of BBMs with x, = ~¢'(n) and F , (u )  = u + 
~(n(1 -u ) ) /nxn  as in (1.3). Recall that E (n) denotes expectation for y<n) and 
define 
k 
u(n) (x ) :=n(1 -E(xn)exp{ - -l ~":~2iE~(ai)}) . (4.1) 
n i=1 
Lemma 4.1. Fix an integer k and a partition o f  the (extended)  real line -oc  = 
ao < al < ... < ak < ak+l = oc. For each f i xed  n, the function u (n) is the unique 
solution o f  the system 
~g" = ~[(g)  on \ {a] . . . . .  ak}, R 
g ' (a i - )  - g ' (a i+) = 22i(1 - g(ai) /n) ,  i = I . . . . .  k ,  
lim g(x) = 0 
x---+ -~- oo 
0>/0. 
Moreover, there is a constant C such that fo r  any n, 
Ilu(")ll ~< c .  (4.2) 
Proof. By ( 1.1 ), 
k 
x~--+ E(xn)exp{ - _l y: )~iEoo(ai) } 
n i=1 
is the unique solution of the boundary-value problem 
~gl, .. ~-~ Kn(Fn(g ) -  g) on ~\  {a l ,  . ,ak}  
g'(ai+) -- g/(ai--) = 22ig(a i ) /n,  i = 1 . . . . .  k ,  
lim g(x)= 1 
X-----r -4- OO 
0<g~<l .  
Rescale according to (4.1) and use (1.3) to obtain the system in the lemma. 
We turn to the uniform bound of the solutions u (n). Suppose g is a solution of the 
differential problem in the lemma. We show first 
k 
[g'(ai+)l <~ Y:~ 2j ,  i = 1 . . . . .  k .  (4.3) 
j= l  
-It Since g(-cx~) = 0 and g ~.0, the first derivative g' is nonnegative on ( -~ ,a l ] .  Also, 
by the convexity of g on (ai, ai+l) 
g (y)dy.~O,  i=O,  . ,k ,  gt(ai+l_)  _ gt(aiq_) = faai+, it >  .. 
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where g ' ( -oo)  = g'(oo) = 0 is used. This and the relations g ' (a i - ) -  g'(ai+) = 
2i( 1 - g(ai)/n) yield 
0 ~<g' (a l - )  = 21(1 - g(al )In) + g ' (a l+)  ~< 21(1 - g(al )In) + g ' (a2- )  . . . .  
~< 21(1 -- g(at )In) + . . .  + 2i-1(1 - g(ai-i )In) + g' (a i -  ) . . . .  
k k 
~< ~ 2j(1 - g(aj)/n)<~ ~ 2j. (4.4) 
j=l  j=l  
By a symmetric argument going through the points a i in reverse order we have also 
0~< - gl(ak+) ~<2k -- g ' (ak - )  <~ 2k -- g ' (ak- l+ ) < . ... 
k 
~< "~'k -]- . . .  q- 2i+1 -- gt(ai-}-)<~ . . .  <~ Y~ ).j. 
j=l  
It is easy to see that these inequalities and (4.4) imply (4.3). Since Io'1 takes its 
maximum at a point ai, we even have SUPx Ig'(x)l ~<c. But a continuous nonnegative 
function 9 with g(+cx~) = 0 which has piecewise uniformly bounded derivatives must 
itself be uniformly bounded on •. 
Now define 
u ln) (x ) : :n (1 -E (xn)exp{ -1  
n 
[] 
k 
~2idt (a i )} ) .  (4.5) 
i=1 
By construction, uln)<~u (n) for all t > 0, hence by (4.2) 
Ilu~")ll ~ c .  (4.6) 
Lenuna 4.2. For any sequence tn > 0 such that tn ~ c~ as n ~ c~z, 
lim Ilu ( ' )  - ul")ll = 0. 
Proof. We consider y(n) and Y(t ~) under measure P(x "), the law of the BBM starting 
with a single particle at x, in the same canonical sample space (f2°,~-°). Denote by 
Kt(o9 °) := {u E 09; ocu(o9 °) < t<-..flu(og°)}, 
the set of  particles alive at time t. Clearly Y(t n) is obtained trajectorywise from y(n) by 
cutting the tree at the space-time points (¢~',t), for all u E Kt. Also, Nt = Ig, I is the 
number of branches cut off. Now 
l u (n ) (x )  - -  UI")(X)I 
[ { )} {,k  ,}] = n Ex (n) exp . . . . .  nl i=lZ "]'ivPt(ai, 020 exp n i=lZ ,~iEoo(ai, O90 
_ k 
~nEx(n) [ l  - exp { - 1 E E~iEoo(a i ,  o )°oOt )}] .  
n uEK,(co ) i=1 
Here the shift operator 0 u maps o90 to the marked subtree of coo which starts from 
the particle u at time t, see Chauvin (1991) for a rigorous definition. To proceed we 
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use the fact that given the starting points ~', u E Kt, the corresponding subtrees are 
independent. Therefore, 
k 1 
lu(n)(x)-uln)(x)l<<-nE(xn)[ 1 -  I-I exp{-  n 
uEKt(¢o ) i=1 
1 k 
=nE(xn)[ 1 -  l-I E~n)exp~-ni~=lAi:~(ai)}] 
uEKt t t. .= 
=nE(xn)[ 1 - -  11 (1--u(n)(¢t)/n)].  
uEKt 
By (4.2), u (n) is uniformly bounded by a constant C. Hence 
- u}n'(x)l<~nE(xn)[1 - (1 - C/n) u'] =: hn(t), lu(")(x) 
where the right hand side is in fact independent of x. The generating function h(t) = 
Es u' for the unscaled Galton-Watson process Nt satisfies the equation 
h'(t)  = -K (F (h( t ) )  - h( t ) ) ,  h(0)  = s .  
Hence, according to (1.3) 
htn(t) = n~cn(Fn(1 - hn(t)/n) - (1 - hn(t)/n)) = d(hn(t)) ,  hn(O) = C. 
But this implies that h,(t) is in fact also independent of n and equals the log-Laplace 
function of the continuous tate branching process IX, I given by the total mass of the 
corresponding SBM X. Hence for any sequence {6}, 
lu<")(x) - u}")(x)l ~< - log E exp -C  IXt, I. 
Since X dies out almost surely the fight side goes to zero when t, ---, o~z as n ~ cx~. 
[] 
4.2. Diffusion approximation of BBM 
We continue the study of the function ul n). In this section we estimate the rate of 
convergence to zero for the difference [lul, " ) -  vt.[I. 
We start by deriving an integral equation for the Laplace functions of ft under the 
measure Px. Such equations are basic tools for the study of superprocesses, see e.g. 
Dawson (1993, Lemma 4.3.4), or Dynkin (1993, Lemma 1.5). However, we feel it is 
worthwhile to give a direct proof of the version we will use here even if very similar 
equations are covered in the literature. 
Lemma 4.3. The function 
k 
wt(x) := Ex exp { - ~ ,~i(t(ai)} 
i=l 
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satisfies the integral equation 
t 
wt(x) = 1 - ~2~=~ ~ifo Wt-r(ai)p(r;x, ai)dr 
t 
+ EBx f ~(F (wt - r (Br ) )  - Wt-r(Br)) dr .  
o 
Proof. Either the initial particle reaches age t before the time of the first branching, 
(~ > t, or, vice versa, ~ attains some value s, 0 < s ~<t. Split the expectation into 
two parts accordingly. It follows that 
wt(x):EBx[e-~_lAi:t(a,)  - 2iG(ai) ] e -Kt + f t  0 xe-~'e '=~ F(wt_ , (B , ) )ds  , 
where :r  is the local time up to time r of a standard Brownian motion. Write 
k 
gr  : xr + ~ 2i ~r(ai). 
i=1  
Then 
wt(x) : ExB[e -u '  + f ;  xe  -n" F(wt_s(Bs))ds] .  
Now use 
e -H' = 1 - f t  o e -(H'-H') dHr 
to obtain 
wt(x) = 1 + IEBx f t  o xF (wt -s (Bs) )ds  - Rx, 
where 
s B t ~--(Ht--Hr) ex : fx  [fo~ dl'lr-~-f;l£F(wt-s(ns))fooe-(H~-Hr'dnrds]. 
Hence, 
Rx = E~ fo e-(H'-Hr) + fr  xe-(H'-H~)F(w'-'(BD)ds dI-L 
B t 
= E x foWt - r (Br )dHr  
k 
: Eft[ ftol~Wt_r(Br)dy "~- Z ~i ft 0 Wt-r(Br)d~r(ai)]. 
i=l 
To complete the proof it remains to note 
EBx f t  o Wt-r(Br) dfr(ai ) : f t  o Wt-r(ai)p(r; x, ai ) dr, 
which holds since f . (a i )  only increases on {t ;Bt  = ai}, for i - -  1 . . . . .  k. [] 
It follows from the preceding lemma and (1.3) that u} ~) satisfies the equation 
k 
u}n)(x) : Y].2i f ; (1 -u ln_) r (a i ) /n)p( r ;x ,  a i )dr -E~ x foSg(ul"Q,(B,))dr. (4.7) 
i= l  
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Next we remind that the branching exponent ~q/ is Lipschitz continuous in the sense 
that if ul, u2 ~<C then there exists a constant K(C) for which 
l id (u , )  - ~'(u2)ll <,g(c)II u, - u211. (4.8) 
For a proof, see Dawson (1993, Lemma 4.3.2). 
Lemma 4.4. For any t > 0 the limit function limn--.o~ ul n) exists in supremum norm 
and is uniformly bounded The limit is the unique solution vt of  the integral equation 
(1.2). 
Proof. For arbitrary nl, n2 >/1 we have by (4.7), 
k t r;x, ai) u(rn')(ai) u(n2)(ai) dr [uln')(x) - u~n2)(x)[ <~ ~ 2i fo p(t - 
i=1 nl n2 
s t ~/ u(n,)B d(u~n2)(Br)) dr +Ex fo ( , - , (  , ) )  - - 
Due to (4.6) we can choose nl, n2 so large that sup,~0 [u~"')(ai)/nl- u~"2)(ai)/nz[ is 
less than some e > 0. We can then use (4.6) again and combine with (4.8) to see 
that there is a constant K such that 
k (hi) [u}n')(x) - uln2)(x)l <~e ,~=l 2i V~ v~ + K EBx f t  o Ut_r (Br )  - uln__2)(Br) dr. 
The generalized Gronwall lemma by Dynkin (see e.g. Dawson (1993, Lemma 4.3.1), 
where the equivalent backward time version is given) now shows that 
k 
[Uln')(x)- uln2)(X)l<~e ~-]~2i V /~v~e Kt, t > O, 
i=1 
and thus 
Ilul n') - u~"=)ll --, 0 ,  nl,  n2 --~ c(3 .  
Hence ul "), n/> 1, is a uniform Cauchy sequence and we can let vt denote its limit. 
Clearly, for all t, II~tlt < c in view of (4.6). Moreover, by (4.7) and Lebesgue's 
dominated convergence theorem, vt satisfies (1.2). 
It was claimed in the introduction that a nonnegative solution of (1.2) is unique. We 
can now verify this in a simple way. Let vl l) and vl 2) be two solutions of (1.2). Since 
[vl I )(x) - vl2)(x)l <~ K ESx f t  o Iv ll_),(B, ) - t )12_)r(B r )[ dr ,  
another application of  the generalized Gronwall lemma shows that v O) - v (2). In the 
following we denote by vt the uniformly bounded unique solution of (1.2). [] 
We remark that the previous lemma shows that for each fixed t the BBM local time 
d~n) converges in finite-dimensional distributions to the SBM local time Lr. For our fur- 
ther developments however, the more important conclusion is the uniform boundedness 
of  vt in t. 
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The next lemma is concerned with the rate of convergence of the log-Laplace func- 
tion ul n) as both n and t tend to infinity. 
Lemma 4.5. Consider the constant C from (4.6) and let K = K(C) be the correspond- 
ing Lipschitz constant such that (4.8) holds. Let tn denote an increasing sequence of 
real numbers uch that 
v/~ er " 40 .  
n 
Then 
lim Ilul~ ) -  v,.ll = 0. 
n- - -4  ~X) 
Proof. By (1.2), (4.7) and Lemma 4.4, 
lu l")(x)  - v , (x) l  
1 k 
~-  ~ 2 i f ;  u~n)(ai)p(t- r;x, ai)dr + EBx f ;  ~(uln_)r(Br)) - z$C(vt-r(Br)) dr 
n i=1 
C k Vt-r(Br) dr. <<.-- E2 i  ftoP(r;O,O)dr +KEBx ft  o uln2r(nr) - 
n i=1 
As in the proof of Lemma 4.4 we obtain 
Ilu~ n) -  v, tl<<.c v /~ vq eK', 
n 
and therefore 
liul~ ") - v,~ II -- '  0 ,  n ~ c¢ ,  
by the assumption on tn. [] 
4.3. The differential equation 
In this subsection we show that the function vt also solves a differential problem. 
This is then later used to show that its limit function v = limt--.~ vt is the unique 
solution of the problem (2.3). 
Lemma 4.6. For all t > 0 and x # ai, i = 1 . . . . .  k, the partial derivatives 
~Vt(X) ' ~____xVt(X) ' ~2 - x2 V,(X )
exist and are continuous. The function (t,x) H vt(x) is a solution of the problem 
1 ~2 
~Vt(X) = ~-~"-x2Vt(X) -- ~(Vt(X)) on • \ {al . . . . .  ak}, 
(4.9) 
Vo(X) = O. 
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Proof .  Let 
B t 
a(t ,x)  := g x fo ~(vt - r (Br ) )  dr. 
Because u ~ d(u)  is continuous and (t,x) ~ vt(x) is bounded and measurable it
follows (see e.g. Durrett, 1984, p. 226) that the function (t,x) ~ G(t,x) is continuous 
and OG/Ox exists and is jointly continuous. Consequently, from (1.2), (t,x) H vt(x) 
is continuous. Further, (O/Ox)vt(x) exists and is jointly continuous for every t > 0 
and x ~ ai. The claimed condition for the first derivatives at x = ai follows from the 
elementary fact that 
0 t { -Plx_ail('co < t), for x 3> ai 
~x fo p(r;x, ai)dr = _ PIx-a,[(zo < t) ,  for x < ai ,  
where z0 := inf{t ; Bt = 0}. Let N > 0 be such that -N  < al. Then, by the continuity 
of  OG/Ox it is easily seen that there exists a constant CN such that 
---~vt(x) < CN (4.10) 
for all 0 < t < N and -N  < x < al. Clearly, also 
~xVt(al - )  < C N. 
Proceeding recursively gives us a constant also denoted by CN such that (4.10) holds 
for all 0 < t < N and -N  < x < N. It follows that 
Ivt(x) - vt(y)l < CN Ix -- y[ 
for all 0 < t < N and -N  < x < N. Because u ~-~ d(u)  is Lipschitz continuous we 
argue as in Durrett (1984, pp. 226-227), that 02G/Ox 2 and OG/Ot exist and are jointly 
continuous. Moreover, G satisfies 
02 
0 1 ff~_ix2G(t,x) + d(v t (x ) )  ~G(t ,x )  = 
Straightforward computations now show that vt(x) solves for t > 0 and x ~ ai 
the PDE in (4.9). The initial condition being obvious the proof of  the lemma is 
complete. [] 
Let 
v := lim vt, 
l---~ O0 
which is well-defined ue to monotonicity. 
Lemma 4.7. The limit function v is continuous and convex in the intervals (ai, ai+l ), i 
= 0 . . . . .  k, and 
[Iv, - vii  ~ 0 ,  t ~ oo .  
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Proof. We show first that there exists a constant C such that 
sup II v, II c, (4.11) 
t>:0 uX 
In fact, since t ~ vt(x) is nondecreasing it is obvious from the PDE in (4.9) that 
for every fixed t > 0, the function x ~ vt(x) is convex in the intervals (ai, ai+l), 
i : 0 . . . . .  k. From this and the fact that vt(x) is bounded it is seen that 
vt(x) : lim f - -vt (x)=O. lim 
x---+ q-o~ x---*::kc~ ¢:x 
Now we can argue that the solution vt of (4.9) satisfies (4.11) exactly as in the proof 
of  Lemma 4.1 where it was shown that the derivative of  the corresponding solution 0 
was uniformly bounded. 
By (4.11) the family {vt;t>/O} is equicontinuous: there exists a constant C such 
that for all x, y and t/> 0 
Ivt(x) - vt(y)l < C Ix - Yl. 
Consequently, [Ivt - vii ~ 0 and the continuity and convexity of V t carries over to v. 
[] 
Lemlna 4.8. The function v is a solution of the problem (2.3). 
Proof. We begin with 
d 
lim II = 0.  (4.12) 
t---+ OO 
Note that t H G(t,x) is nondecreasing. Indeed, letting tl < tz we have 
B t2 B tl E; fo "" ctr~"r'x 30 d~(l)`2-,(gr)) dr>~Ex :o d~/(Ut,_r(g,)) dr, 
since u H d (u)  and t ~ vt(x) are positive and non-decreasing. Therefore, ~G/Ot>:O. 
Combined with (1.2) this gives 
k 
-~Vt(X)~ ~ ~ip(t;x, a i )~ct  -1/2 , 
i : l  
which proves (4.12). 
Now we can prove that v E C2(-c~,al )  and solves the claimed ODE in ( -oo ,  al). 
Multiplication of  the PDE in (1.2) with avt/dx and an integration from -oo  to x < al 
lead to 
fX_oo v t (y ) -~vt (y )dy  = ~ -~xVt(X)) - aofV'(X) ~(u)  du" 
By (4.11) and (4.12) the left-hand side tends to zero as t ---, c~. Hence for every 
X < a l~ 
. 1 ~ 2 
tli+m ~(~xI)t(x)) : f~o x)~(u)du. 
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Because the right-hand side is continuous, 
v ' (x )  = 
exists and satisfies 
½ = f;(x) du. 
Letting t ~ oo in the PDE of (4.9) and using (4.12) it follows that for every x < al, 
1 0 2 
lim vt(x) = ~(v(x) ) .  
Consequently, v" exists and satisfies 
1 pp 
~v (x) ---- d (v (x ) ) .  (4.13) 
Assume next that al < x < a2. Because v is convex there exists a point bl such that 
al ~<bl ~<a2 and v is monotone in (al ,bl)  and (bl,a2). Intuitively one expects that, in 
fact, al < bl < a2 in the case a2 < co. However, this property is not needed for our 
argument. Without loss of generality, suppose that v is (strictly) decreasing in (al,x) 
and, hence, every o t has the same property. Proceeding as above, 
lim , (~ -;-vt(x) - vt(al+) = f d(u)du .  
t--,oo v(a~ ) 
Since 
l im OX-vt(al+ ) -~ vt(al - )  -- •1, 
t--~ oo Ux 
it follows that v'(x) exists and, further, by continuity 
uP(am - ) -- vt (a l+)  = "~1. 
The ODE (4.13) is obtained similarly as above. The proof is now easily completed by 
proceeding recursively. [] 
Having verified that the problem (2.3) has a solution it remains to prove uniqueness. 
Lemma 4.9. The differential problem (2.3) has at most one solution. 
Proof. Suppose # is a solution. For the almost identical system in Lemma 4.1 it was 
already shown that the solution and its first derivative are bounded. The proof is even 
simpler in this case. Hence [[#P[I and []e[[ are finite. 
Let gl and 02 denote two solutions of (2.3). By the previous argument we can 
assume that they are bounded. We split the proof into two parts. Recall that we have 
put a0 = -co  and ak+~ = ~.  
(1) Take xl and x2 such that 
ai <~xl <~x2 <~ai+l for some i, O<~i <~k. 
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Suppose 
#I(XI) = g2(X1), gl(X2) = ~2(X2), gl(X)~g2(X) for all x E (xl,x2). 
Then 
O=f~x 2, .1 , , _~ dx x~ I ,, gll.~g2 (g2)) - fx, g2(~gl - ~¢(gl))dx 
x~ ,, "dx ~( ) __ 21 fx,(glg: g2gl ) + f~, g2~C(gl) - g l~(g2)  dx 
This is justified since e.g. 
f7  g2~C(g,) dx ~< C, f7  " gl dx = -Clgl(a)<C2, a>~ak, 
for some constants Cl, C2. Using integration by parts, 
X2 II II x d~ fx,(glg2 -g2gl) =gl(x2)(gt2(x2 -)  - -  g/l (X2--)) "[- g I (X l ) (~(X I  q - )  - -  g2(XI "3t-)) "~0 
by assumption. We also have 
fx, (g2~c/(gl)-gl~(g2))dx= f , glg2\ ~ ~ /dx~O,  
since the assumption on the L6vy measure v for ~ implies that s/(u)/u <<. s/~(u) < oo 
from which it follows that ~(u) /u  is monotone. Thus gl = g2 in [XI,X2] and hence, 
using the conditions at the comer points al . . . . .  ak, we have gl -- g2 in •. 
(2) Now assume there is a number Xh possibly xl -- c~, such that 
gl(Xl)=g2(Xl), gl(X)~g2(X) in ( -oc ,x l ) .  
For some O<.i<~k we have xl E [ai, ai+l]. Similarly as in case (1), perform integration 
by parts over ( -oc ,  xl]. Then use the boundary conditions to get 
~/(g2)~ 
0= ~,~j(gl(aj)--g2(aj))+ f~oog,g2(~(g') g2 dx>~O. 
j=l \ gl 
Hence gl and g2 must coincide in (-c~,Xl]. [] 
4.4, Proof of the diffusion approximation 
In the preceding sections we have obtained existence and uniqueness of a solution to 
(2.3). Choose a sequence t, which satisfies the assumption i  Lemma 4.5. By Lemmas 
4.2, 4.5 and 4.7 the three terms on the right side of (1.6) converge to zero as n ~ c~. 
Hence u (") converges uniformly to v. This completes the proof of the theorem. 
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